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Organizations create and deliver value to customers through work processes. Daily oper-

ations have resources allocated to activities such as transforming data across formats 

and systems, correcting errors and managing work across organizational silos with un-

clear roles. This results in hidden waste that slows down the organization, impacts 

customer experience, adds complexity for employees and reduces profitability. 

Integrated Lean and Six Sigma thinking helps minimize waste, variability and complexity; 

while Intelligent Data Processing, Robotic Process Automation, Business Analytics and 

Artificial Intelligence help infuse intelligence into the daily operations. 

Your business could be deprived of enhanced profitability due to hidden waste. Siloed 

efforts for task automation do not deliver any meaningful ROI. A detailed review could 

highlight many ways to improve customer and employee experience, operational effi-

ciency and profitability by addressing the hidden waste and creating a roadmap to fast-

track your automation journey.  
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Lean Automation 

Isolated RPA or process improvement efforts deliver sub-optimal results. bizXL Solu-

tions helps organizations design and implement Lean Automation by bringing multiple 

capabilities together to unleash full potential of end-to-end operations. 

Diagnostic assessment 
uncovers hidden waste 
and helps design an ef-
fective and efficient     
process. 

TruCap+ (Intelligent 
Capturing), proprietary 
OCR engine with        
integrated AI & fuzzy 
logic. Captures mean-
ingful data from un-
structured documents 
with over 99% accuracy. 

Uses the data and the 
business rules to       
execute process steps 
and highlights excep-
tions for analysts to ver-
ify. 

Visualize business intelli-
gence in live dashboards. 
Have key performance 
indicators reported for 
performance              
management and        
decision making. 
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An integrated approach leveraging multiple capabilities can significantly improve the 

speed and effectiveness of the automation journey.  

Reclaim Loss Due to Hidden 
Waste and Fast-Track Your 
Automation Journey with 
Lean Automation. 
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bizXL Solutions is a management consulting firm focused on improving operational effi-

ciency. We utilize our proprietary methodologies to help clients reduce cost & maximize 

profitability. We partner with organizations to conduct end-to-end diagnostic assess-

ments using deep process and data analytics, provide recommendations and support 

implementation to achieve measurable impact. bizXL has partnered with a leading tech-

nology service provider to bring about digital solutions for our clients. We create sustain-

able competitive advantages for our clients through customized solutions. Our approach 

is industry agnostic, and our goal is to improve the business effectiveness of small, me-

dium and large-scale enterprises.  

About bizXL  

Our Mantra is “Do More with Less”  

15 - 30%
Capacity

Improvement

        
Enhanced  ustomer 

Experience

        
 OI  rom  ear  

10 - 30%
Boost in Revenue 

Productivity

USA & Canada
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Strategic Partnership  
bizXL Solutions, has a strategic partnership with Datamatics that supports and enhances our lean auto-

mation and technology transformation services. Datamatics is a global Technology, BPM, Intelligent 

Automation, and Digital Solutions company providing intelligent solutions for data driven businesses. 

The company’s Intelligent Automation (IA) products include TruBot (RPA), TruCap+ (Intelligent Docu-

ment Processing), TruAI (Artificial Intelligence) and TruBI (Data Visualization and Advance Analytics). 

With the help of Datamatics, bizXL Solutions is able to provide a complete technology solution. We also 

support most other third-party RPA & Cloud solutions.  
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Toronto (Global Head Office) 
consulting@bizxlsolutions.com 
(416) 915-4231 

Rochester (US Head Office) 
trans ormation@bizxlsolutions.com
(585) 363-5076 

New York City 

trans ormation@bizxlsolutions.com 
(646) 633-4570 

To find out how your organization can address the root causes of hidden waste and implement 
Lean Automation to unleash business value, reduce cost and improve profitability, contact us for a 
complementary discussion. 

https://www.bizxlsolutions.com/ 
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